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Our specific project in 2022/23: Translation of course
notes for MAT 2122 and MAT 2125

Original notes by Prof. Alistair Savage, University of Ottawa:

I MAT 2122 Multivariable Calculus (170 pages, in LaTeX).
Translation done, pending final review by author.

I MAT 2125 Elementary Real Analysis (139 pages, in LaTeX)
Translation half-done.



Extract from original “Multivariable Calculus” notes



Extract from “Calcul différentiel de plusieurs variables”



The General Problem

Translate a mathematical document (in LATEX, naturally)
into a different natural language, e.g. from English to French.
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The Workarounds

Translate a mathematical document.

I LATEX
GoogleTranslate?−→

DeepL?
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using a customized glossary to avoid translation of reserved
words such as \in
This last solution sort of works, but takes time and expertise;
and it can’t take advantage of any LATEX semantics.
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A Solution: the PolyMath Translator
Developed together with Aditya Ohri



Summary of PolyMath Translator Results from 2021

Successful initial implementation using pandoc:

I Excellent translation quality (BLEU 53.5 on small test corpus).

I Output is LATEX that usually compiles without hand-correction.

I Moderate ease-of-use.

A Ohri, T Schmah (2021) Machine translation of mathematical text.
IEEE Access 9, 38078-38086



Some limitations of original PolyMath Translator:

I Only supports English to French.

I Only translates single files.

I No user configuration or editable glossaries

I Doesn’t use LATEX semantics to e.g. not translate verbatim
environments, or comments, or certain arguments.

I changes the LATEX commands

A Ohri, T Schmah (2021) Machine translation of mathematical text.
IEEE Access 9, 38078-38086



A limitation of original PolyMath Translator :

It changes the LATEX commands.

For example, \textit{hello}
is translated to \emph{bonjour}
instead of \textit{bonjour}.

This is an inevitable consequence of using pandoc to translate LATEX
into an abstract internal representation and then back into LATEX.

This may be acceptable for some applications, e.g. browsing articles,
but not for e.g. book authors.



A limitation of original PolyMath Translator :

It introduces errors into some LATEX commands.

For example, \includegraphics[scale=0.2]{file.png}
is translated to \includegraphics{file.png}

This is again a consequence of using pandoc to “translate” from
LATEX to LATEX:
Since pandoc is trying to interpret and translate every LATEX
command, it will always fail on commands it doesn’t know.

From the point of view of PolyMath, pandoc is trying to do too much:
it’s trying to understand the semantics of LATEX when we mainly just
need the syntax.



What a translator needs to understand about LATEX

Mainly the syntax.

Plus, enough semantics to . . .

I identify which arguments should be translated, e.g.:

I Don’t translate: math; label names;
I Do translate: title, section names, text mode strings inside

math environments;

I tokenize math expressions (inline and displayed environments);

I tokenize label references;

I translate other files referred to in \input and \include
commands.



PolyMath Translator v0.2-dev, using TexSoup parser

Inspired by Beautiful Soup, a Python package for parsing HTML
and XML documents.

https://github.com/alvinwan/TexSoup
https://texsoup.alvinwan.com

https://github.com/alvinwan/TexSoup
https://texsoup.alvinwan.com


PolyMath Translator v0.2-dev, using TexSoup parser

This version of PolyMath leaves TEX commands unchanged, and
understands just enough semantics. It includes:

I Editable lists of which command and environment arguments to
translate

I Tokenization of math expressions

I Tokenization of label references

I Translation of entire file trees using \input and \include.



Experience with the PolyMath Translator at uOttawa

I Automatic translation

I A textbook for Intro to Math Models, which was
automatically translated for a francophone student in an
English-language class.

I Semi-automated translation (automatic + post-editing)

I Course notes for Intro to ODEs and Multivariable Calculus



Experience with the PolyMath Translator at uOttawa

Findings:

I PolyMath produces excellent translations that nonetheless need
correction and polishing.

I The uncorrected automatic translation is already useful.

I Overall, a semi-automated professional translation process is
about twice as fast as manual translation.

I PolyMath, and the TexSoup parser, still have issues and require
an expert user.



In progress: the Ottawa Mathematical Term Bank

Machine translation makes heavy use of subject-specific glossaries,
i.e. dictionaries.

A term bank is a like a glossary but more specific, containing
information to disambiguate homonyms:

From a term bank, a glossary can be extracted and customised for
each project.



“Translating mathematical text” vs. “Translating LATEX
documents”

Most of the work in this project applies to any LATEX document.

Some of it is math-specific:

I Tokenization of math expressions (inline and displayed).

I Development of training corpora of mathematical sentence pairs
(in English and French).

I Training of neural networks on math-heavy corpora.

I The Ottawa Mathematical Term Bank.

In general, domain-specific translators (e.g. in law and medicine)
have given better results than general-purpose ones. Our work
suggests that this will be true for mathematical text as well.

This is a big opportunity for the math community to improve
communication, accessibility and inclusion.



A vision of the future

I An open source PolyMath Translator project, supported by:

I Open data: term banks, training corpora, and pre-trained deep
learning models for many language pairs

I Improved math-specific translation, e.g. using content of math
expressions, or using topic models to select appropriate
translations for ambiguous terms.

I A web service (like "Google Translate for LaTeX")

I A “translate” button in preprint servers.



Contributions welcome!

Especially:

I Glossaries (or term banks) for many language pairs and many
specialized subjects.

I Training data: pairs/sets of corresponding sentences in different
languages.

I Technical advice:

I setting up an open source project;
I Hosting, naming, structuring term banks and training

corpora.

Thank you!


